
The new COVID-19 outbreak in China has hit global
supply chains and spurred sourcing away from the
world’s manufacturing hub — a shift that started amid
the US-China tariff fight. Businesses are trying their best
to increase supply chain resilience and improve supply
chain risk management. But that's not always effective.
 
Multi-sourcing isn't the only or best way to ensure a
reliable flow of supplies. The key alternative lies in
building supplier relationships. They are numerous ways
to build such relationships. One such way is embedding
representatives in partners’ organizations and carrying
out detailed analyses of vendors’ financial positions for a  
better understanding of suppliers' capabilities.
 
But developing such deep relationships is expensive and
time-consuming in the time of extensive crisis when the
number of sites of industries is located in the
quarantined areas of China, South Korea, and Italy.
Dual- or multi-sourcing can prove to be a more
attractive option, especially for non-strategic items and
critical supplies for companies in the US.
 

Is Second Sourcing a Viable Option to
Improve Supply Chain Risk
Management and Manage the Impact
of COVID-19 in the US?

Want to improve supply chain

risk management and manage

the impact of COVID-19 by

adopting second sourcing?

Request a free proposal and we

will get back to you in 48 hours.

REQUEST FREE PROPOSAL

https://www.spendedge.com/request-free-proposal
https://www.spendedge.com/request-free-proposal


Key Questions to Assess the Risks of Second Sourcing and Improve
Supply Chain Risk Management 

Want to assess the risks assosciated with second sourcing to enhance supply chain risk

management?

 Get in touch with our experts now!
CONTACT US

Are all the commodities sources in the quarantined areas?

How much will it cost to develop a second supplier?

Seeing the city-wide lockdowns and quarantines, it becomes a valid question among
executives, whether to develop a second supplier or not. In industries such as automotive
and healthcare, finding and validating a second source is not trivial in terms of both the
cost and the time involved. The current situation has led to labor shortages that affect
logistics such as pick-up and trucking, particularly for refrigerated goods. Ships carrying
refrigerated cargo containers of many commodities from the U.S. to China are being
diverted to ports in Hong Kong, South Korea, Taiwan and Vietnam due to space issues in
ports for refrigerated containers. Finding alternate suppliers might take significant
amounts of additional work such as carrying out safety tests, assessing their capabilities,
understanding the changing compliance norms in that region. In case the buyer is a
contract manufacturer, appointing another supplier might require the approval of
customers such as OEMs.

Companies must keep an eye on sourcing clusters. In
many cases, the roots of the supply chain crisis stem
from regions that are adversely affected by the
COVID-19 pandemic. Several products that are vital
to industries to pharmaceutical, healthcare, high tech,
semiconductor and consumer electronic industries in
the US and European region are sourced from one
supplier or one region. Such decisions cascade down
through supply chains and impact even those
companies that don’t directly source materials or
products from China but whose suppliers do. Such
disruptions subsequently cause a shortage of supplies
as alternative suppliers are located in the same
quarantined areas. Second sourcing did not work
much in such cases.
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Identifying second sources that are identical to an
established supplier is quite difficult even when a
company’s due diligence is thorough and searching. Such
differences can complicate after-sales support and
increase the likelihood of yield and quality issues. Citing
an incident that happened in 2013, where Chrysler
recalled 30,000 Jeep vehicles because of the issue in the
fuel tubes. The issue occurred because the manufacturer
used a substitute plastic to make the tubes in response to
a shortage of the material it originally used. However, US
buyers had already started moving their sourcing away
from China to Southeast Asia and Taiwan much before
the outbreak of the pandemic due to trade war.

Is the alternative source compatible?

The possibility of suppliers holding back their best stuff has become more evident in
recent days. Suppliers may be reluctant to bring innovations to a company that buys
from their competitors if it fears that the innovation will fall into a competitor’s hands.
Moreover, when a company multi-sources, it is less likely to be the first to access
supplier innovations. The impact of COVID-19 has reignited efforts by the Trump
administration to encourage more American manufacturing of pharmaceuticals and
reduce dependence on China for drugs and medical products that fuel the federal health
care system. "Buy American” law has been tightened compelling federal agencies to
purchase American-made pharmaceuticals and medical equipment, according to people
with knowledge of the plans.

Will primary suppliers try to hold back their best stuff?

Inability to identify alternate or second sourcing options can make it difficult for companies to

reduce the impact of COVID-19 and improve supply chain risk management. Stay a step ahead by

requesting a free demo of our procurement platform and gain exclusive insights.

REQUEST FREE

DEMO

https://www.spendedge.com/request-for-demo
https://www.spendedge.com/request-for-demo


Corporate social responsibility is increasingly important and significant to companies
operations and reputations when multi-sourcing is adopted. A single supplier can hamper
the company's brand value by involving in environmental issues, worker rights or political
issues. With the increase in the number of suppliers in a company's network, the monitoring
and compliance burden may get heavier. Companies are recommended to consolidate their
supplier base for compliance reasons since managing several thousand suppliers in multiple
countries can represent a significant risk to the business in the current scenario.

Is it the right time to take CSR risks?

To assess if second sourcing is good for your organization and reduce the impact of COVID-19,

request more information from our experts.

REQUEST MORE

INFO

Monitor suppliers and supplies 24/7.
Source from multiple suppliers
(minimum two).
Map suppliers' manufacturing,
warehouse, and distribution sites to
ensure that they don't fall in the
pandemic zone.
Identify tier-2 suppliers that tier-1
suppliers use for critical parts or
materials.
Buy insurance to cover losses from a
disruptive event at critical suppliers'
sites.
Monitor suppliers for shifts that might
increase their risk, such as corporate
restructuring, M&A, lawsuits etc.

A Practical Approach to Improving Supply Chain Risk
Management and Mitigating Sourcing Risk 
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